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This dissertation develops and introduces a new interplanetary (IP) shock database.
The database includes currently IP shocks and their related parameters for four
years: 1998, 2000, 2003 and 2008 identified using the data provided by the Advance
Composition Explorer(ACE) spacecraft. IP shocks have a crucial role in space
weather as they are responsible for the most effective particle acceleration in the
solar corona and solar wind. These particles are hazardous for satellites and space-
embedded technology.
Thus, studying of IP shocks has received considerable attention in recent decades
and to date various lists and databases have been developed and introduced to
study IP shocks. This database provides an important opportunity to advance
the understanding of IP shocks. In the future the database will be extended to
have a comprehensive coverage of observations from the spacecraft that have been
monitoring the solar wind (e.g. Wind, ACE, STEREO) it brings users a new
system for quick analysis of IP shock properties. One can filter IP shocks from the
database by date and several key shock parameters, e.g., shock type, magnetosonic
speed, etc. This thesis will introduce theory behind IP shocks, the structure of
the database and how IP shock candidates were selected. In addition, a statical
analysis of ACE IP shocks for 1998, 2000, 2003 and 2008 are performed.
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1 Introduction
In 1859, the existence of the solar wind was first suggested by Richard C. Carrington,
who discovered a relationship between geomagnetic perturbations in Earth’s magnetic
field and observable solar activities. In the early 1950s, Sydney Chapman calculated
the kinetic properties of the solar corona and found that the solar atmosphere should
extend beyond Earth’s orbit. At the same time Ludwig Biermann noticed that a
comet tail always pointed away from the Sun regardless of whether the comet was
heading towards or away from the Sun. He concluded that the Sun was emitting
particles in all directions at all times (Vernet, 2007). However, the solar wind was
first observed directly by the Soviet satellite First Cosmic Ship (later known as Luna
1 ) in 1959 (Harvey, 2007).

A considerable number of books (Boyd, 1974; Kivelson and Russell, 1995; Schindler,
2007) and a series of conferences have focused on solar wind observations and theory.
Namely because the solar wind plays an important role in solar-terrestrial studies.
The solar wind is influenced by solar activity and can transfer these effects to the
planets of our solar system (Lester and Cowley, 2000).

But what is the solar wind exactly? The solar wind is a flow of ionized solar
plasma that propagates through the interplanetary space. This is consequence of the
huge difference in gas pressure between the solar corona and interstellar space. One
of the most important aspects of the solar wind is shock waves. According to fluid
mechanics, the passage of an obstacle moving faster than the wave mode velocity of
the medium, generates a shock wave ahead of the obstacle. Interplanetary (IP) shock
waves which play a crucial role in the physics of space storms, are responsible for the
most effective particle acceleration in the solar corona and solar wind (Vandegriff et al.,
2005). These particles increase the radiation exposure on aircraft (Beck et al., 2005;
Kataoka et al., 2011). They can also be hazardous for satellites and astronauts (Allen,
2010; Baker et al., 1994).

The aim of this project is to build a comprehensive database of IP shock waves.
Eventually, the database will cover observations from a large number of present and
past spacecraft in the near-Earth solar wind and elsewhere in the heliosphere (e.g.,
ACE; Wind, STEREO, Ulysses). This thesis presents the theoretical background on
shock waves, an overview of the database and a description of the analysis techniques.
In addition, this thesis presents preliminary results on IP shock properties based
on the following four years: 1998, 2000, 2003 and 2008 using data provided by the
Advance Composition Explore (ACE) spacecraft (Stone et al., 1998). The database
includes several search options that enable the quick analysis of IP shock properties.
An individual can search in the database by date, shock type and by several other
shock parameters (e.g. magnetosonic speed).

The first chapter begins with a description of the concept of the solar wind and
related parameters such as the Alfvén velocity and Mach number. Chapter 3 briefly
presents the Rankine–Hugoniot relations, discontinuities, the theory of IP shock waves
and their classification. These chapters explain basic plasma concepts based on two
books (Baumjohann and Treumann, 1997) and (Koskinen, 2011). The last chapter
illustrates how IP shock parameters were calculating by use of a MATLAB code. In
addition, the applied criteria for identifying IP shocks and creation of the database
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are discussed.

2 The Solar Wind

2.1 Introduction

The solar wind is a particle stream escaping continuously from the surface of the Sun
into interplanetary space. It results from the expansion of the Sun’s corona and fills
the entire heliosphere. This expansion causes dilution and cooling down of the solar
wind plasma in radial propagation. One of the most significant properties of the solar
wind is its magnetization state. The solar wind outflow transfers the solar magnetic
field from the corona into interplanetary space while the footprints of the magnetic
field remain in the solar atmosphere. As the Sun rotates (with a period of 27 days),
the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) can not retain the form it had in the solar
corona.

Figure 2.1 shows how a field line frozen in the solar wind plasma flow is transported
radially outward while the Sun rotates. This combination of outflow motion and the
interplanetary magnetic field line rotation drives an Archimedian spiral form which
is known as the Parker Spiral. At 1 AU (1 Astronomical Unit = 1.496 × 1011m)
(Karttunen et al., 2007), this spiral has an angle of approximately 45◦ with the Earth-
Sun line, and thus it hits the Earth from the late morning direction.

Figure 2.1: Emerging IMF from the solar atmosphere and its propagation toward the
Earth with the solar wind (Lockwood et al., 1999). Such a field line is viewed here
(a) from north of the ecliptic plane and (b) from a point in the ecliptic plane, to the
dusk side of Earth
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2.2 A quick review of solar wind properties

According to the observations, the density of the solar wind outside the solar corona
up to a distance of a few AU behaves roughly by n(r) ≈ r2(see Figure 2.2) Proton
and electron temperature at 1 AU decrease approximately by Tp(r) ≈ r−2/3 and
Te(r) ≈ r−1/3, respectively.

Figure 2.2: Solar wind density decreases as a function of distance from the Sun r (in
AU), along with 1/r2 behavior (Möbius et al., 2013)

One of the important solar wind parameters is Alfvén velocity which is the trans-
port speed of magnetic signals in plasma :

V 2
A =

B2

µ0nmi

(2.1)

Using typical density 5 cm−3 and IMF amplitude of about 5nT one can find Alfvén
speed of only about 30-50 km/s which means the solar wind is a supersonic and super-
Alfvénic flow. The Mach number is defined by the ratio of the flow speed and sound
speed :

Ms =
u

Cs
(2.2)

Where the sound speed, Cs , is :

Cs =

√
γ
p

ρ
(2.3)

Similarly, Alfvénic Mach number is introduced in terms of Alfvén speed as :

MA =
u

VA
(2.4)
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The solar wind is divided into two types, a fast tenuous (with speed 750 km/s), and a
denser but slower (about 350 km/s ) wind (Koskinen, 2011). In general, the fast wind
rises from large coronal holes at high solar latitudes whereas the slow wind originates
from smaller and less permanent structures at lower latitudes. However, the details
of the source regions and release mechanisms, in particular for the slow solar wind,
are still under investigation (Howard, 2011). Some of the observed properties of solar
wind at 1AU are summarized in Table 2.1. Space-borne observations show that the
real solar wind is much more structured in space and time than the simple models
suggest, as the coronal holes escaping flow source are shaping and changing location
all the time.

When the solar wind reaches the Earth’s dipolar magnetic field, it can not sim-
ply penetrate it. Instead the solar wind is slowed down and deflected around the
Earth’s magnetosphere (Heikkila, 2010). Hence a bow shock wave is generated when
supersonic solar wind hits the magnetosphere (see Figure 2.3) (Tidman, 1967). The
magnetospheric plasma consists mainly of electrons and protons. The solar wind and
the terrestrial ionosphere are the sources of these particles (Hultqvist et al., 1999).

In the bow shock region, the solar wind plasma is slowed down and fraction of the
particle’s kinetic energy is converted into thermal energy. Then the magnetosheath
is formed behind the bow shock where subsonic plasma is thermalized as shown in
Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3: Generation of the bow shock as a result of the solar wind and Earth’s
magnetosphere interaction (NASA/Goddard/Aaron Kaase, a)

The shocked solar wind plasma cannot easily enter the Earth’s magnetosphere,
instead it is deflected around it. The reason for this is that due to high conductivity,
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Table 2.1: Average solar wind parameters at 1 AU (Schwenn, 2006)

Low speed wind Fast wind
Flow speed vp 250-400 kms−1 400-800 kms−1
Proton density np 10.7cm−3 3.0cm−3
Proton flux density np vp 3.7× 108cm−2s−1 2.0× 108cm−2s−1
Proton Temperature Tp 3.4× 104 K 2.3× 105 K
Electron Temperature Te 1.3× 105 K 1× 105 K
Momentum flux density 2.12× 103N cm−2 2.26× 103N cm−2
Total energy flux density 1.55× 10−7J cm−2s−1 1.43× 10−7J cm−2s−1
Helium content np/nHe 2.5%, variable 3.6%, stationary

the plasma and magnetic field are frozen-in in the solar wind and in the magneto-
sphere. Thus the IMF lines cannot penetrate the Earth’s field lines and the solar wind
plasma cannot leave IMF lines. Then the magnetopause is generated which separates
the terrestrial magnetic field and the magnetosheath as illustrated in Figure 2.3. For
the southward directed IMF, reconnection or merging sets in at the magnetopause
between the magnetosheath and magnetospheric magnetic field lines. This process al-
lows solar wind energy and plasma enter more effectively to the magnetosphere (Priest
and Forbes, 2000).

2.3 Shocks observed in the solar wind

The solar eruptions emit huge magnetized plasma clouds, called coronal mass ejec-
tions (CMEs) to the background solar wind as shown in Figure 2.4 (Webb and
Howard, 2012). The interplanetary counterparts of CMEs are called as interplanetary
CMEs(ICMEs). ICMEs can drive different kind of IP shock waves from the vicinity
of the Sun to large heliospheric distances (Richardson et al., 2006).
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Figure 2.4: A fast ICME pushes an interplanetary shock wave before it. At the shock
solar wind speed and magnetic field strength increase (Evans et al., 2011).

Interaction between the fast and slow solar wind creates an interaction region
which is called corotating interaction region (CIR). Consider a slow wind blowing in
a given direction. As the Sun rotates, a fast wind is blowing in the same direction.
Hence the fast tenuous flow catches the slower and denser flow and they produce a
CIR (see Figure 2.5) . CIR can drive shock waves, but the formation of them usually
takes place only beyond the Earth’s orbit (Hundhausen, 1972).
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Figure 2.5: Geometry of corotating interaction region (Gazis, 1996).

One of the most famous examples of the IP shock wave is the bow shock. As
already mentioned bow shock develops in front of the Earth due to the solar wind
magnetosphere interaction. Moreover, a bow shock is formed in front of other planets
with magnetosphere, e.g. Jupiter and Saturn (Achilleos et al., 2004, 2006). Also
comets have bow shock where the solar wind interacts with neutral gas from the
comet (Balogh and Treumann, 2013).
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3 Shocks and Discontinuities

3.1 Discontinuities

Equilibrium between two adjacent plasmas with different properties gives rise to nar-
row boundary layers called discontinuities. They cause abrupt changes in plasma
properties such as: flow speed, density, magnetic field strength and temperature. In
general discontinuities are not imposed from outside, they rather evolve inside the
plasma. One can drive the conditions at the discontinuities outermost edges from
ideal one-fluid magnetohydrodynamics with the use of the conservation laws equa-
tions for a quasi-neutral plasma fluid:

∂n

∂t
+∇.(nv) = 0 (3.1)

∂(nmv)
∂t

+∇.(nmvv) = −∇.
(
P +

B2

2µ0

I
)
+

1

µ0

∇.(BB) (3.2)

∂B
∂t

= ∇× (v×B) (3.3)

∇.B = 0 (3.4)

Where for slowly variable field µ0j = ∇×B. Also ideal Ohm’s law E = −v×B has
been assumed and space charges have been neglected. The equations above should be
complemented by appropriate state and energy equations for the independent com-
ponents of pressure tensor :

∇.
{
nmv

[1
2
v2 + ω +

1

nm

(
p+

B2

µ0

)]
− 1

µ0

(v.B)B
}
= 0 (3.5)

After some calculation (Baumjohann and Treumann, 1997) and setting P = pl, the
conservation laws across the discontinuity can be replaced by jump conditions (Note
that the quantity [X] shows the jump of the X when crossing the boundary) :

n.[nv] = 0 (3.6)

n.[nmvv] + n
[
p+

B2

2µ0

]
− 1

µ0

n.[BB] = 0 (3.7)

[n× v×B] = 0 (3.8)

n.[B] = 0 (3.9)

[
nmn.v

{v2
2

+ ω +
1

nm

(
p+

B2

µ0

)}
− 1

µ0

(v.B)n.B
]
= 0 (3.10)

Where internal enthalpy , ω , is related to the scalar pressure by:

ω =
cvp

nkB
(3.11)
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Moreover, on both sides of the discontinuity the specific heat cv is typically the
same. Equations 3.6 to 3.9 show that the normal component of the magnetic field
is continuous across the surface :

[Bn] = 0 (3.12)

Similarly, Equation 3.6 shows that the mass flow normal to discontinuity is always
constant, hence:

[nvn] = 0 (3.13)

By considering Equations 3.7 and 3.8 and splitting between the normal and tangential
components of the field one obtains the remaining jump conditions :

nmvn[vn] = −
[
p+

B2

2µ0

]
(3.14)

nmvn[vt] =
Bn

µ0

[Bt] (3.15)

Bn[vt] = [vnBt] (3.16)

Where the subscript t shows the tangential component of the corresponding vector.
For a given equation of state, these boundary conditions must be satisfied across any
discontinuity and they are known as Rankine–Hugoniot relations.

Rankine–Hugoniot relations can also be expressed in terms of polytropic index, γ
and Mach number as:

ρd
ρu

=
(γ + 1)M2

u

2 + (γ − 1)M2
u

(3.17)

Vd
ρu

=
2 + (γ − 1)M2

u

(γ + 1)M2
u

(3.18)

where Mu = Vu
vsu

and vsu =
√
γ Pu

ρu
. Again u and d subscripts stand for upstream and

downstream of shock layer. By using these formulas, one can find an interesting limit
on compression ratio which depends only on γ in the case of high Mach number. It
means when MA > 1 and Ms > 1:

r =
(γ + 1)

(γ − 1)
(3.19)

Hence with using γ = 5
3
this ratio becomes 4.
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3.2 Shocks

Rankine–Hugoniot relations lead to three different types of discontinuities : Contact
and Tangential discontinuities, Rotational discontinuities and shocks. Shocks are
characterized by non-vanishing normal fluxes, nvv 6= 0 and discontinuous density. As
a shock is the third discontinuity family it is a place where plasma and field go through
dramatic changes in field strength, temperature, density and flow speed. Due to the
collisionless nature of space plasmas, these changes and wide variety of wave modes
produce a rich collection of different shock types.

In an ordinary gas, momentum and energy are transferred among the molecules
by collisions. They provide the coupling which allows the basic wave, the sound wave,
to exist. This collisional coupling is absent in a collisionless plasma which means
that the mean free path between collisions is greater than the size of the system. For
instance, the collisional mean free path in the solar wind is about 1 AU. In contrast,
the Earth’s bow shock has the thickness of only 100-1000 km. Thus collisions are not
important in shocks in most space plasmas.

A shock may evolve when the fluid speed exceeds the fluid magnetosonic speed
which is defined by :

c2ms = c2s + v2A (3.20)

Magnetosonic speed replaces the sound speed in Equation 2.3. In this situation
the plasma flow is super-magnetosonic and a non-moving object will give rise to a
plasma shock front. In analogy to Mach number Equation 2.2, one can define a
magnetosonic Mach number, Mms, as :

M2
ms =

v

cms
(3.21)

Consequently, the developing condition for a shock wave in plasma is :

M2
ms > 1 (3.22)

As pointed out already in Section 2, due to its continuous presence and frequent
spacecraft observations, the Earth’s bow shock offers one of the most important nat-
ural environments to study shock properties. In fact the bow shock is a fast magne-
tosonic shock as the solar wind is a high Mach number flow (on average 4 < Mms < 10
with using typical solar wind velocity from table 2.1)

3.3 Classification of IP shocks

In shock studies it is important to choose an appropriate frame of reference. For
example, an IP shock in the solar wind frame may propagate backward or forward.
In both cases, it is most likely that an observer sees the IP shocks to move in a down
wind direction, because the solar wind is a supersonic stream.

MHD shocks in the solar wind can be classified into the fast shocks and slow shocks
according to whether the magnetic field strength increases or decreases at the shock,
respectively. In both fast or slow cases, when an IP shock moves away from the Sun
in the solar wind frame of reference it is called a forward shock, while in a case a
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shock moves towards the Sun in the same frame of reference it is called a reverse
shock (Burlaga, 1995).

Nevertheless, both forward shocks and reverse shocks in the frame of reference of
the observer, move away from the Sun. Most common IP shocks in the solar wind are
fast forward shocks. Near 1 AU nearly all fast forward shocks in the solar wind are
driven by ICMEs (N. R. Sheeley et al., 1985). In addition, strongly expanding ICMEs
are sometimes associated with fast reverse shocks in their end part (Whang, 1988;
Gosling et al., 1994). CIRs are bounded by a fast forward-reverse shock pair, but as
explained in Section 2.3, they are typically not fully developed at 1 AU (Gosling and
Pizzo, 1999). Slow shocks are only rarely observed in the solar wind (Burlaga and
Chao, 1971).

Figure 3.1: Solar wind parameter changes: Np,Tp,Bt and Vp for the four types of
interplanetary shocks.

Figure 3.1 summarizes the four categories of IP shock waves schematically based
on the variation of the proton plasma temperature T, number density of the solar wind
plasma N, plasma speed V and the magnitude of the magnetic field B (Echer et al.,
2003). As an example consider fast forward and reverse shock. All of the parameters
in the former case show increase from upstream to downstream while in fast reverse
shock, all parameters decrease except the bulk speed.
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3.4 Parallel and Perpendicular shocks

Another feature of the bow shock can be realized from Figure 3.2 which is the di-
rection of the magnetic field with respect to the shock normal (normal to the shock
surface). As illustrated in Figure 3.2 shock normal is parallel to the direction of the
interplanetary magnetic field on the morning side of the bow shock while it is perpen-
dicular to the interplanetary magnetic field on the evening side. This concept can be
applied for classification of shocks in terms of the shock angle θBn.

Figure 3.2: Shock normal is parallel and perpendicular to the IMF on the morning
and evening side,respectively (NASA/Goddard/Aaron Kaase, b).

Therefore a shock is parallel when θBn = 0, perpendicular when θBn = 90◦ and
oblique when 0◦ < θBn < 90◦. If the shock normal angle does not deviate too far from
the parallel and perpendicular direction then the shock is called quasi-parallel and
quasi-perpendicular shock, respectively. The three possible geometry are sketched in
Figure 3.3 .

The distinction between parallel and perpendicular shocks can be clarified by con-
sidering the motion of the particle in the de Hoffman-Teller frame (A.Matzner, 2001).
The motion has two parts in this frame : an unimpeded motion along the magnetic
field direction and a gyration around it.
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The field lines cross the shock in the parallel case and the motion of the particles
along the field lines will move them through and away from the shock. In the case of
perpendicular shock, the magnetic field lines are parallel to the shock surface, therefore
particle motion along the field do not let particles escape away from the shock.

Figure 3.3: Three possible geometries of shock normal and magnetic field
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4 Database

4.1 Motivation

As already discussed in the introduction, IP shocks have an important role in space
weather. In fact, the solar wind shocks can generate locally accelerated particles which
have energies typically around MeV (Kahler et al., 1984) but their energies can reach
into the GeV range for strong shocks. The enhanced particle intensities related to the
passage of an IP shock are introduced as energetic storm particle (ESP) events (Cohen
et al., 2013). Such events can show increase in a number of incident ions with energies
above 10 Mev which are hazards to astronauts and space-embedded technology.

Hence, there is considerable interest in studying of IP shock waves. To date several
lists and databases of IP shocks have been created such as ACE lists (ACE list) and
CFA interplanetary shock database (CfA).

Figure 4.1: Search section of Interplanetary Shock Website. User can filter IP shocks
in database by date, IP shock type, magnetosonic speed, etc.

This brings us back to the purpose behind the project, which is creating a compre-
hensive database of IP shock waves. The database has an advantage which brings the
user a new system for quick analysis of IP shock properties as shown in Figure 4.1.
User can search IP shock by shock type, date, magnetosonic speed, etc. Moreover, it
gathers IP shocks detected by different spacecraft under the same website, and these
IP shocks are selected and analyzed using the same procedure. The current data in
the database covers four years: 1998,2000, 2003 and 2008.

The IP shocks currently available in the database are selected from the data pro-
vided by the ACE NASA spacecraft which was launched in 1997 and is currently
operating. This spacecraft is in the Lagrangian point L1 and has several instruments
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consisting of high resolution sensors and monitoring instruments such as Magnetome-
ter (MAG) and Solar Wind Electron, Proton and Alpha Monitor (SWEPAM) (Smith
et al., 1998; McComas et al., 1998). They provide continuous measurements of local
magnetic field and bulk solar wind observations, respectively.

The future goal of this project is to extent the current database by finding more
IP shocks from the data provided by ACE and by other spacecraft such as Wind,
Ulysses, STEREO A and B.

4.2 Data and Methods

Step 1: To find IP shock candidates, Coordinate Data Analysis Web (CDAWeb) (NASA)
was chosen which contains ACE data. 16-s interplanetary magnetic field and
64-s solar wind plasma data (in GSE system1) were selected.

Figure 4.2: This figure shows a time series plot of data from ACE MAG (top) and
ACE SWEPAM (bottom). The panels show from top to bottom: magnetic field
magnitude, solar wind speed, density and temperature.

1In geocentric solar ecliptic (GSE) system X axis towards the Sun and Y axis is in the ecliptic
plane pointing towards dusk. Z axis is parallel to the ecliptic pole (Russell, 1971).
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For the purpose of discovering abrupt changes in solar wind parameters, the daily
data plots were investigated for four different years : 1998, 2000, 2003, 2008.
Figure 4.2 presents such plot that displays variations in solar wind parameters.

Step 2: Each event that showed a simultaneous and abrupt changes in solar wind
plasma parameters and magnetic field magnitude was chosen as the candidate
for an IP shock. These changes should follow the pattern in Figure 3.1 , for
example, it is a good candidate for a fast reverse shock when an event shows an
increase in bulk velocity but decrease in other parameters.

Step 3: After finding the IP shock candidates, a MATLAB code (see appendix A)
was used to go through the data provided by the ACE satellite (ACE Center) for
calculating solar wind parameters which are listed in section 4.3 and for a more
rigorous determination whether the candidates fulfilled the IP shock criteria.

4.3 Calculation of solar wind parameters

To calculate solar wind parameters which are listed below, 10 minute time interval
upstream and downstream of each IP shock candidate were selected as shown in
Figure 4.3. Then all parameters are calculated as 10-minute averages. Also 3 and 6
minutes time intervals were investigated. It was found that generally the results did
not depend significantly on the used upstream/downstream time interval, but the 10
minute interval gave the most consistent results.

Figure 4.3: Selecting 10 minutes time interval in upstream and downstream of each
IP shock

ACE does not provide electron temperature measurements, and hence to calculate
the sound speed, Equation 2.3, there was a need for choosing a method to calculate
electron temperature. Previous research has indicated that the measurements of solar
wind electrons are generally more difficult to make than measurements of ions. In
1972, (Montgomery, 1972) published a paper in which they described that the overall
average electron-to-ion temperature ratio is about 2.
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Although, (Newbury et al., 1998) showed that the best estimation for electron
temperature in solar wind at 1 AU is a constant value of 141,000±38,000 K. However,
since most of the solar wind speed measurements are situated at about 450 km/s the
electron-to-ion temperature ratio 1.5 was chosen:

Te = 1.5 Tp (4.1)

Note that sound speed enters in the calculation of magnetosonic speed, Equation 3.20.

Bratio : Downstream to upstream magnetic field ratio

Vu and Vd : Upstream and downstream speed

Vd −Vu : Difference between downstream and upstream speed

Np ratio : Ratio between downstream and upstream density

VA for upstream : Alfvén speed, Equation 2.1

Vms for upstream : Magnetosonic speed, Equation 3.20

Upstream dynamic pressure: Dp = npV
2
p

Shock normal (n) : Minimum variance analysis was used to calculate shock normal
which is described in details in Section 4.3.1.

Shock speed (Vsh) : It is described in Section 4.3.2

Shock angle : cos θ = (Bu.n̂)
||Bu|| ||n̂||

4.3.1 Calculation of shock normal

Minimum variance analysis of magnetic field data (MVAB) method was applied for
calculation of shock normal n̂ (Paschmann and Daly, 1998). This method aims to
find an estimate for the direction normal to a one dimensional wave front, from single
spacecraft data. In fact, finding the direction of n̂ in space along which the field
component set {Bm.n} (m = 1, 2, 3, ....M) has minimum variance where M is the
number of measurements. According to this method one can find n̂ with calculation
of eigenvalue and eigenvector of the following equation :

3∑
ν=1

MB
µνnν = λnν (4.2)

Where µ, ν = 1, 2, 3 express Cartesian components along the X,Y,Z system and

MB
µν ≡ 〈BµBν〉 − 〈Bµ〉〈Bν〉 (4.3)

is the magnetic variance matrix.
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4.3.2 Calculation of IP shock speed

Consider a shock that moves radially away from the Sun with velocity U relative to the
Sun where the radial upstream and downstream velocities are uu and ud respectively.
Then the shock velocity in terms of the density and speed measured by a single
spacecraft is described by :

U =
(ρdud − ρuuu)

ρd − ρu
(4.4)

And finally shock velocity in solar wind frame is :

Vsh = n̂ .
(ρdud − ρuuu)

ρd − ρu
(4.5)

Where n̂ is the shock normal.

4.4 Introducing real and developing IP shocks

The criteria which are used to identify real IP shocks from the candidates are stated
below:

Vd − Vu > (Vms − 10 km/s) (4.6)

Which means that the speed jump across the IP shocks needs to be larger than the
upstream magnetosonic speed. 10 Km/s was subtracted the magnetosonic speed
to account the possible errors in the determination of this parameter. In fact, the
IP shock speed which is explained in Section 4.3.2 should be compared with the
magnetosonic speed instead of the speed increase across the shock. However, it is
difficult to determine reliably the IP shock normal, and consequently the IP shock
speed.

In addition, the following criteria were chosen for density and temperature changes
across the IP shock :

4 ≥ Nd

Nu

≥ 1.2 and
Td

Tu

≥ 0.8 (Fast/Slow Forward) (4.7)

Nd

Nu

≤ 0.83 and
Td

Tu

≤ 1.2 (Fast/Slow Reverse) (4.8)

In general, variation of temperature should follow density changes, i.e., when the
density increases temperature should increases and vice versa (as shown in Figure 3.1).
Hence, values of 0.8 for forward IP shock and 1.2 for reverse IP shock were chosen to
omit those candidates which do not clearly follow this pattern.

If Vd− Vu < (Vms− 10 km/s) but Vd− Vu > 20 km/s, the event is called Developing
IP shock.

Figures 4.4 to 4.8 provide clear examples of each IP shock types in the database
and summarize the applied criteria for selecting them. In addition, magnetic field
ratio, density ratio, speed changes and magnetosonic speed are mentioned at the top
of each figure.
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It is apparent from Figure 4.4 that in fast forward IP shocks parameters change
sharply. The magnetosonic speed was high (140 km/s), but there was a significant
increase in speed across the IP shock (163 km/s), sufficient to meet our real IP shock
criteria (see Equation 4.6).

Fast Forward shock : Sept 24, 1998 at 23:15
Td
Tu
≥ 0.8 and Nd > Nu and Bd > Bu and Vd − Vu > (Vms − 10 km/s)

Bd

Bu
= 2.15, Nd

Nu
= 1.97

Vd − Vu = 163 km/s, Vms = 140 km/s

Figure 4.4: Fast forward IP shock detected by ACE. Panels show from top to bottom:
magnetic field magnitude, solar wind proton number density, bulk speed and proton
temperature. The plots present 8 hours of data around the IP shock
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From Figure 4.5, it can be seen that increases in solar wind parameters are more
gradual than in previous case and the speed increase (51 km/s) is clearly lower than
the magnetosonic speed. Thus, this event does not meet our IP shock criteria (Eq. 4.6)
and is defined as a developing fast forward shock. The next two figures show examples
of a developing fast forward shock, a developing fast reverse shock, and a developing
slow reverse shock.

Developing Fast Forward shock : July 13, 2000 at 09:18
Td
Tu
≥ 0.8 and Nd > Nu and Bd > Bu and Vd − Vu < (Vms − 10 km/s)

Bd

Bu
= 1.41, Nd

Nu
= 1.78

Vd − Vu = 51 km/s, Vms = 124 km/s

Figure 4.5: Developing Fast forward IP shock detected by ACE. Panels show from top
to bottom: magnetic field magnitude, solar wind proton number density, bulk speed
and proton temperature. The plots present 8 hours of data around the IP shock
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Developing Slow Forward shock : Oct 2, 2003 at 15:43

From Figure 4.6, it is clear that there is a significant difference between the jump
speed and magnetosonic speed. Hence this candidates was introduced as developing
IP shock.

Td
Tu
≥ 0.8 and Nd > Nu and Bd < Bu and Vd − Vu < (Vms − 10 km/s)

Bd

Bu
= 0.86, Nd

Nu
= 2.27

Vd − Vu = 51 km/s, Vms = 337 km/s

Figure 4.6: Developing Slow forward IP shock detected by ACE. Panels show from top
to bottom: magnetic field magnitude, solar wind proton number density, bulk speed
and proton temperature. The plots present 8 hours of data around the IP shock
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Developing Fast Reverse shock : Aug 10, 2008 at 03:45
Td
Tu
≤ 1.2 and Nd < Nu and Bd < Bu and Vd − Vu < (Vms − 10 km/s)

Bd

Bu
= 0.62, Nd

Nu
= 0.39

Vd − Vu = 53 km/s, Vms = 123 km/s

Figure 4.7: Developing Fast Reverse IP shock detected by ACE. Panels show from top
to bottom: magnetic field magnitude, solar wind proton number density, bulk speed
and proton temperature. The plots present 8 hours of data around the IP shock
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Developing Slow Reverse shock : Jan 24, 2008 at 3:38
Td
Tu
≤ 1.2 and Nd < Nu and Bd > Bu and Vd − Vu < (Vms − 10 km/s)

Bd

Bu
= 1.31, Nd

Nu
= 0.69

Vd − Vu = 24 km/s, Vms = 67 km/s

Figure 4.8: Developing Slow Reverse IP shock detected by ACE. Panels show from top
to bottom: magnetic field magnitude, solar wind proton number density, bulk speed
and proton temperature. The plots present 8 hours of data around the IP shock
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4.5 Data collection, maintenance and user interaction

Using the criteria described in Section 4.4 the list of IP shocks registered during the
years 1998, 2000, 2003 and 2008 was collected. The most efficient way to maintain
and use this list was establishing the SQL database and execute queries on database
tables and display the query results on a website.

To achieve this goal, a relational database was designed in MySQL. As part of the
project there was a need for read and display data as a visual content to be displayed
on the website. A website, described in 4.6 was designed using PHP to interact with
the database to retrieve data according to the criteria given by user (see Figure 4.9)

Figure 4.9: Data collection, maintenance and user interaction

4.6 Website

The website consists of three major sections, Home, Search and Descriptions. In Home
page one can find general information about the concept of IP shock waves, criteria
and method which are explained in details in Description section.

4.6.1 Searching system layout

In search section user can select different properties of IP shocks and specifies a time
range to taking IP shocks from the database. For database accessible via the website,
the system consists of three components, a series of WWWpages (Home Page, Search,
Table), as depicted in the Figure 4.10:
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Figure 4.10: Layout of the website

• Home: Describing briefly the concept of IP shock waves, methods and criteria

• Search section : Contains a list of criteria for filtering the IP shocks from the
database. One can specify the time range, type, bulk speed and so on

• Shock table : The search result is represented by a table which shocks that
qualify to the search criteria.

4.7 Results

In this section, the results on how solar wind parameters vary for two types of IP
shock (fast forward and developing fast forward) are presented as the other IP shock
types were so few. In addition, mean value of these parameters are displayed in a
table. Finally, there are pie graphs which present the distributions of each IP shock
types in 1998, 2000, 2003 and 2008. Matlab code which is introduced in section 4.2
was used to create all of the graphs and also for calculating all of the parameters in
tables.

Table 4.1: Number of different IP shock types in 1998, 2000, 2003 and 2008

1998 2000 2003 2008
Fast Forward(FF) 10 16 8 0

Developing Fast Forward(DFF) 13 19 12 1
Developing Slow Forward(DSF) 1 5 15 10
Developing Fast Reverse(DFR) 2 6 3 7
Developing Slow Reverse(DSR) 0 3 4 2

Total number 26 49 42 20
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Table 4.1 presents distribution of IP shocks in 1998, 2000, 2003 and 2008 to four
different types. Also, Figure 4.11 compares the percentage of each IP shock type in
these years. Interestingly, fast forward IP shocks are absent in 2008, and there was
only one fast developing shock.

It can be seen from the data that the majority of IP shocks are fast forward and
developing fast forward , about 58% of all identified shocks. Also, It is apparent from
the Table 4.1 and Figure 4.11 that the largest numbers of IP shocks occurred in solar
maximum 2000 (35% or 49 out of 137 IP shocks in total) whereas the smallest number
of them appeared in solar minimum 2008 (14% or 20 out of 137).

In addition, from the data in Table 4.1 it can be seen that the large majority of
shocks are fast forward and developing fast forward in solar maximum 2000 (72% or
35 IP shocks of 49). Developing fast reverse shocks were observed to have a higher
relative occurrence in solar minimum (35%) than in solar minimum 2008(12%). There
was a significant number of developing slow forward IP shocks in solar minimum 2008
(50% or 10 out of 20 IP shocks).

Bar graphs 4.12 to 4.15 illustrate variations in the average of solar wind param-
eters for fast forward and developing fast forward IP shocks.

Figure 4.12: Annual variation of the IP shock speed, in 2008 there is just 1 developing
fast forward IP shock

Figure 4.12 provides the results obtained from the calculation of IP shock speed
mentioned in section 4.3. It can be seen from the figure that the average IP shock
speed is higher in 2003 than in solar maximum 2000. The reason for this is not clear
but it may have something to do with IP shock drivers. It seems possible that during
solar maximum 2000 most of the IP shocks are driven by ICME where in descending
phase 2003, high speed streams are mostly the driver of IP shocks.
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Figure 4.13: Annual variation of the IP shock magnetosonic Mach number. Note that
in 2008 there is just one developing fast forward IP shock.

In Figure 4.13 the magnetosonic Mach number, Equation 3.21, is shown. From
the graph, it can be seen that the magnetosonic Mach number has a maximum value
in 1998. The value of this parameter for the one fast forward developing IP shock in
2008 is significantly less than the average for the other years.

Figure 4.14: Annual variation of the IP shock upstream magnetic field. Note that in
2008 there is just one developing fast forward IP shock.
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Upstream magnetic field variations are presented in Figuer 4.14. From the figure, it
is apparent that the average magnetic field is very similar in 1998 and 2000 and slightly
lower in 2003. Interestingly, the increase of magnetic field is larger for developing IP
shocks for all investigated years.

Figure 4.15: Annual variation of the IP shock dynamic pressure. Note that in 2008
there is just one developing fast forward IP shock.

The variations in dynamic pressure which is introduced in section 4.3, are pre-
sented in Figure 4.15. As can be seen from the figure, highest value of this parameter
occurred in 2003. Interestingly, variation of dynamic pressures are very similar in
1998 and solar maximum 2000.
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Figure 4.16: Annual variation of the IP shock density ratio in 2008 there is just 1
developing fast forward IP shock
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Table 4.2: Average IP shock parameters for 1998, 2000, 2003 and 2008

1998 2000 2003 2008
FF < Vsh (Km/s)> 411 488 563 0
FF Vsh range(Km/s) 136-747 240-841 296-731 0
DFF < Vsh(Km/s)> 277 447 532 382

DFF Vsh range(Km/s) 1-689 15-805 6-815 384
FF < Nd

Nu
> 3.1 2.9 2.6 0

DFF< Nd

Nu
> 1.7 2.1 1.8 1.7

FF < Mms > 7.3 5.4 6.9 0
DFF < Mms > 5.4 5.1 4.1 6.7

Table 4.2 provides the summary statistics for selected of the IP shock parameters
for fast forward and developing fast forward types. The first four rows of the table
present average IP shock speed and its ranges. From the data, it is apparent that the
average IP shock speed has a highest value in 2000 for both developing fast forward
and fast forward shocks.

It is somewhat surprising that a few of developing fast forward shocks showed a
very low shock speed. A possible explanation for this might be the error in calculation
of shock normal and consequently in calculation of shock speed.

The next two rows present solar wind density ratio which has a minimum value
in 2008. This ratio is slightly higher in 1998 than in 2000. It is also seen that the
compression ratio is always lower than 4 which is the theoritical finite limit in the
case of high Mach numbers.

Last two rows show the average of magnetosonic Mach number. No significant
differences can be found in amount of the magnetosonic Mach number for fast forward
and developing fast forward.
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5 Conclusion
In this work a new database of the interplanetary shock waves is introduced. The
database includes observations from the NASA’s ACE spacecraft for four years: 1998,
2000, 2003 and 2008. First a list of shock candidates was identified from the ACE
solar wind and magnetic field data. Next a MATLAB code was developed to calculate
several parameters for the IP shock candidates and to identify real and developing
IP shocks. To maintain the data, a relational database was designed in MySQL and
the visual content of them was displayed as a website. The website consists of a
search part which brings the user a new system for reviewing IP shock properties.
One can search IP shocks by specifying the time range, shock type and several shock
parameters such as magnetosonic Mach number. The result will be a table of IP
shocks which qualify to the search criteria.

As already mentioned in Chapter 4.1, there was a difficulty to choose a best es-
timation for the electron temperature. Since this parameter enters to the magne-
tosonic speed formula, Equation 3.20, the choice of electron temperature can affect
the selected IP shocks in the database. Another major source of complication was
in the criteria used to identifying real and developing IP shocks which is discussed
in Section 4.4. In the applied criteria, Equation 4.6, the magnitudeof the solar wind
speed increase was used instead of IP shock speed to avoid the error in IP shock
normal calculation (Paschmann and Daly, 1998). Additional criteria, Equations 4.7
and efeq:criteria3, were selected to omit those candidates that do not clearly follow
the introduced pattern in 3.1. Also, other criteria was selected to cover those IP
shocks (developing IP shocks) that did not satisfy Equation 4.6 but showed speed
jump more than 20 km/s. This study also demonstrated for a few selected years a
statistical analysis based on the database. As expected from the previous studies, the
large majority of identified IP shocks are fast forward and developing fast forward
type (58%) (Echer et al., 2003). Moreover, the largest numbers of IP shocks occurred
in solar maximum 2000 (49 IP shocks of 137). This difference occurs because fast in-
terplanetary ejecta are the main driver of IP shocks near the Earth’s orbit. Also, there
were a few number of developing slow forward IP shocks, in agreement with (Burlaga
and Chao, 1971) findings which showed that slow IP shocks are only rarely observed in
the solar wind. Another interesting finding was that the developing reverse IP shocks
were observed to have a higher relative occurrence in solar minimum 2008 (35%) than
in solar maximum 2000(12%). This result could be explained because there is a larger
number of corotating interactions streams in the descending and minimum phases of
solar cycle than near solar maximum.

The current database will be developed in the future to cover the data from more
spacecraft such as Wind, Ulysses, STEREO A and B. It will provide the scientific
community easily accessible catalog that will allow quick analysis of IP shock proper-
ties and comparing data from different years. Moreover, it gathers IP shocks detected
by different spacecraft under the same website which are selected using the same
procedure.
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Appendix A

clear all
n = input('Enter number of events = ');
%%-------------------------------------------------------------------------
%% Essential constants
%%===========================================
u0 = 12.55637e-7;    % T.m/A
mp = 1.67262158e-27; % Kg
Kb = 1.38065e-23;    % m^2.Kg/s^2.K 
gamma = 5/3;
%%-------------------------------------------------------------------------
%% Reading data from ACE file
%%===========================================
[year1,month1,day1,hour1,minute1,second1,b,bx,by,bz,V,Vx,Vy,Vz,pth,Np,Tp,Vth,Beta] = 
textread('./Desktop/ACE_1998_2000_2003_2008.dat','%d%d%d%d%d%d%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f
%f%f%f%f%f','headerlines',2);
dates1 = datenum(year1,month1,day1,hour1,minute1,second1);
B = b*1e-9;          %%% Changing magnetic field from nT to T 
Bx = bx*1e-9;
By = by*1e-9;
Bz = bz*1e-9;
%%-------------------------------------------------------------------------
%% Reading data from events file
%%===========================================
[year2,month2,day2,hour2,minute2,second2] = 
textread('./Desktop/Candidates_1998_2000_2003_2008.dat','%d%d%d%d%d%d','headerlines',1);
Date1_up = datenum(year2,month2,day2,hour2,minute2-10,second2);        %% 10 min before shock
Date2_up = datenum(year2,month2,day2,hour2,minute2-1,second2);         %% 1 min before shock
Date1_down = datenum(year2,month2,day2,hour2,minute2+1,second2);       %% 1 min after shock
Date2_down = datenum(year2,month2,day2,hour2,minute2+10,second2);      %% 10 min after 
shock
Tp_mean_up = zeros(n,1);
Tp_mean_down = zeros(n,1);
Tp_ratio = zeros(n,1);
Np_mean_up = zeros(n,1);
Np_mean_down = zeros(n,1);
Np_ratio = zeros(n,1);
B_ratio = zeros(n,1);
B_mean_up = zeros(n,1);
B_mean_down = zeros(n,1);
B_std_up = zeros(n,1);
B_std_down = zeros(n,1);
VA_mean = zeros(n,1);
Vms = zeros(n,1);
Vms_mean = zeros(n,1);
Mms = zeros(n,1);
Beta_mean_up = zeros(n,1);
Vsh_MVA = zeros(n,1);
Vsh_MFC = zeros(n,1);
Vsh_VFC = zeros(n,1);



Med_min = zeros(n,1);
Max_med = zeros(n,1);
n_1 = zeros(n,3);
n_2 = zeros(n,3);
n_3 = zeros(n,3);
Shock_angle = zeros(n,1);
V_mean_up = zeros(n,1);
V_mean_down = zeros(n,1);
Vdown_Vup = zeros(n,1);
Vsh_Vup = zeros(n,1);
Vx_mean_up_i = zeros(n,1);
Vx_mean_down_i = zeros(n,1);
Vxd_Vxu = zeros(n,1);
Vd_Vu = zeros(n,1);
dif_Vx = zeros(n,1);
dif_V = zeros(n,1);
charac = zeros(n,3);
Vsh_Vms = zeros(n,1);
Vsh_VA = zeros(n,1);
Dp = zeros(n,1);
charac1 = zeros(1,3);
charac1(1,1) = '+';
charac1(1,2) = '/';
charac1(1,3) = '-';
fid1 = fopen('hist.txt','w');
fprintf(fid1,'#Year\tMonth\tDay\tHour\tMinute\tType\tTp-r\tBr\t\tBu\t\tBd\t  Vu \t  Vd\tVd-Vu\tNp-
u\tNpr\t  VA\t  Vms\tMms\tBeta-u\t\tn\t\tVsh/MVA\tAngle\t dp\n');
for i = 1:n                             

charac(i,1) = '+';
charac(i,2) = '/';
charac(i,3) = '-';

Indices1 = (dates1 >= Date1_up(i)) & (dates1 <= Date2_up(i));        %% Upstream time interval
Indices2 = (dates1 >= Date1_down(i)) & (dates1 <= Date2_down(i));    %% Downstream time 
interval
Indices = (dates1 >= Date1_up(i)) & (dates1 <= Date2_down(i));       %% Whole time interval

Tp_up = Tp(Indices1);
Tp_down = Tp(Indices2);
Tp_mean_up(i) = mean(Tp_up);
Tp_mean_down(i) = mean(Tp_down);
Tp_ratio(i) = Tp_mean_down(i)./Tp_mean_up(i);

Np_up = Np(Indices1);
Np_down = Np(Indices2);
Np_mean_up(i) = mean(Np_up);
Np_mean_down(i) = mean(Np_down);
Np_ratio(i) = Np_mean_down(i)./Np_mean_up(i);                              
Np_std_up = std(Np_up);
Np_std_down = std(Np_down);



B_up = B(Indices1);                                 
B_down = B(Indices2);
B_mean_up(i) = mean (b(Indices1));                                   
B_mean_down(i) = mean (b(Indices2));                                 
B_ratio(i) = B_mean_down(i)./B_mean_up(i);                           
B_std_up(i) = (std (b(Indices1)));                                   
B_std_down(i) = (std (b(Indices2)));                                 

V_up = V(Indices1);
V_down = V(Indices2);                                                
V_mean_up(i) = mean(V(Indices1));                                    
V_mean_down(i) = mean(V(Indices2));                                  
Vdown_Vup(i) = V_mean_down(i)-V_mean_up(i);
VA = (B_up ./ sqrt(u0.*mp.*Np_up*10^6))/1000;                                             
VA_mean(i) = mean(B_up ./ sqrt(u0.*mp.*Np_up*10^6))/1000;       
Te = 1.5 * Tp_up;                                              %% Electron Temperature
Cs = ((gamma*Kb.*(Tp_up + Te)./mp) .^ (0.5))/1000; 
Vms = sqrt ( VA.^2+Cs.^2);                                            
Vms_mean(i) = mean(sqrt ( VA.^2+Cs.^2));                             
Mms(i) = mean(V_up./ Vms) ;                                          
Beta_mean_up(i) = mean(Beta(Indices1));                                                       
%%-------------------------------------------------------------------------
%% Calculation of Dynamic pressure
%%===========================================
Dp(i) = Np_mean_up(i).*(V_mean_up(i).^2)*(1.67e-6)*(1.16);
%%-------------------------------------------------------------------------
%% Calculation of shock normal from MVA
%%===========================================
bx = Bx(Indices);
by = By(Indices);
bz = Bz(Indices);

m(1,1) = mean(bx .* bx) - (mean(bx) .* mean(bx));
m(1,2) = mean(bx .* by) - (mean(bx) .* mean(by));
m(1,3) = mean(bx .* bz) - (mean(bx) .* mean(bz));
m(2,1) = mean(by .* bx) - (mean(by) .* mean(bx));
m(2,2) = mean(by .* by) - (mean(by) .* mean(by));
m(2,3) = mean(by .* bz) - (mean(by) .* mean(bz));
m(3,1) = mean(bz .* bx) - (mean(bz) .* mean(bx));
m(3,2) = mean(bz .* by) - (mean(bz) .* mean(by));
m(3,3) = mean(bz .* bz) - (mean(bz) .* mean(bz));

[Evector,Evalue] = eig(m);
Real_Evector = real(Evector);
Real_Evalue = diag(real(Evalue))';
Med_min(i) = Real_Evalue(1,2)./Real_Evalue(1,1);                         
Max_med(i) = Real_Evalue(1,3)./Real_Evalue(1,2);                    
[Minval,Ind] = min(Real_Evalue);
n_MVA = Real_Evector(Ind,:);                                     
n_1 (i,:) = Real_Evector(Ind,:);                                     
%%-------------------------------------------------------------------------
%% Shock normal from magnetic field coplanarity



%%===========================================
Bx_mean_up = mean (Bx(Indices1));
Bx_mean_down = mean (Bx(Indices2));
By_mean_up = mean (By(Indices1));
By_mean_down = mean (By(Indices2));
Bz_mean_up = mean (Bz(Indices1));
Bz_mean_down = mean (Bz(Indices2));
B_vector_up =[Bx_mean_up By_mean_up Bz_mean_up];
B_vector_down =[Bx_mean_down By_mean_down Bz_mean_down];
Bu_cross_Bd = cross(B_vector_up,B_vector_down);
N_MFC = cross((B_vector_up - B_vector_down),Bu_cross_Bd);
n_MFC = N_MFC/norm(N_MFC);                                      
n_2 (i,:) = N_MFC/norm(N_MFC);                                       % 16_16 
%%-------------------------------------------------------------------------
%% Shock normal from Velocity
%%===========================================
Vx_mean_up = mean (Vx(Indices1));
Vx_mean_down = mean (Vx(Indices2));
Vx_mean_up_i(i) = mean (Vx(Indices1));
Vx_mean_down_i(i) = mean (Vx(Indices2));
Vy_mean_up = mean (Vy(Indices1));
Vy_mean_down = mean (Vy(Indices2));
Vz_mean_up = mean (Vz(Indices1));
Vz_mean_down = mean (Vz(Indices2));
V_vector_up =[Vx_mean_up Vy_mean_up Vz_mean_up];
V_vector_down =[Vx_mean_down Vy_mean_down Vz_mean_down];
Vu_cross_Vd = cross(V_vector_up,V_vector_down);
N_VFC = cross((V_vector_up - V_vector_down),Vu_cross_Vd);
n_VFC = N_VFC/norm(N_VFC);        
n_3 (i,:) = N_VFC/norm(N_VFC);  %Same as n_VFC,just for putting in file
%%-------------------------------------------------------------------------
%% Claculation of shock speed
%%===========================================
d = ((Np_mean_down(i).*V_vector_down - Np_mean_up(i).*V_vector_up)./(Np_mean_down(i) - 
Np_mean_up(i)));
Vsh_MVA(i) = abs(dot(d,n_MVA));                                                                      
%%-------------------------------------------------------------------------
%% Calculation of shock angle
%%============================================
CosTheta = dot(B_vector_up,n_MVA)/(norm(B_vector_up)*norm(n_MVA));
Shock_angle(i) = acos(CosTheta)*180/pi;                              % 20_20
%%-------------------------------------------------------------------------
%% Finding real shocks
%%===========================================
 if (Vdown_Vup(i)>=20&&Np_ratio(i)>=1.2&&Tp_ratio(i)>=0.8 ) || (Vdown_Vup(i)>=20&& 
Np_ratio(i)<=0.83&&Tp_ratio(i)<=1.2)
   
   year_r = year2(i);
   month_r = month2(i);
   day_r = day2(i);
   hour_r = hour2(i);
   minute_r = minute2(i);



   Tp_mean_up_r = Tp_mean_up(i);
   Tp_mean_down_r = Tp_mean_down(i);
   Tp_ratio_r = Tp_ratio(i);
   Np_mean_up_r = Np_mean_up(i);
   Np_mean_down_r = Np_mean_down(i);
   Np_ratio_r = Np_ratio(i);
   B_ratio_r = B_ratio(i);  
   B_mean_up_r = B_mean_up(i);
   B_std_up_r = B_std_up(i);
   B_mean_down_r = B_mean_down(i);
   B_std_down_r = B_std_down(i);
   V_mean_up_r = V_mean_up(i);
   V_mean_down_r = V_mean_down(i);
   V_ratio_r = V_mean_down(i)./V_mean_up(i);
   Vdown_Vup_r = Vdown_Vup(i);
   VA_mean_r = VA_mean(i);
   Vms_mean_r = Vms_mean(i);
   Mms_r = Mms(i);
   Beta_mean_up_r = Beta_mean_up(i);
   n_1_r = n_1(i,:);
   Dp_r = Dp(i);
   Med_min_r = Med_min(i);
   Max_med_r = Max_med(i);
   Vsh_MVA_r = Vsh_MVA(i);
   Shock_angle_r = Shock_angle(i);
   masscons_r = (Np_mean_up(i).*V_mean_up(i)) - (Np_mean_down(i).*V_mean_down(i)); 
%%-------------------------------------------------------------------------
%% Evaluating shock type
%%===========================================     
     if 
(Tp_ratio_r>=0.8&&Np_mean_up_r<Np_mean_down_r&&B_mean_up_r<B_mean_down_r&&(V
_mean_down_r-V_mean_up_r)>(Vms_mean_r-10))
     Type_r ='FF';
     elseif 
(Tp_ratio_r>=0.8&&Np_mean_up_r<Np_mean_down_r&&B_mean_up_r<B_mean_down_r&&(V
_mean_down_r-V_mean_up_r)<(Vms_mean_r-10))
     Type_r ='DFF';  
     elseif 
(Tp_ratio_r>=0.8&&Np_mean_up_r<Np_mean_down_r&&B_mean_up_r>B_mean_down_r&&(V
_mean_down_r-V_mean_up_r)>(Vms_mean_r-10))
       Type_r ='SF';
     elseif 
(Tp_ratio_r>=0.8&&Np_mean_up_r<Np_mean_down_r&&B_mean_up_r>B_mean_down_r&&(V
_mean_down_r-V_mean_up_r)<(Vms_mean_r-10))
       Type_r ='DSF';
     elseif 
(Tp_ratio_r<=1.2&&Np_mean_up_r>Np_mean_down_r&&B_mean_up_r>B_mean_down_r&&(V
_mean_down_r-V_mean_up_r)>(Vms_mean_r-10))
       Type_r ='FR';
     elseif 
(Tp_ratio_r<=1.2&&Np_mean_up_r>Np_mean_down_r&&B_mean_up_r>B_mean_down_r&&(V
_mean_down_r-V_mean_up_r)<(Vms_mean_r-10))



       Type_r ='DFR';
     elseif 
(Tp_ratio_r<=1.2&&Np_mean_up_r>Np_mean_down_r&&B_mean_up_r<B_mean_down_r&&(V
_mean_down_r-V_mean_up_r)>(Vms_mean_r-10))
       Type_r ='SR';
     elseif 
(Tp_ratio_r<=1.2&&Np_mean_up_r>Np_mean_down_r&&B_mean_up_r<B_mean_down_r&&(V
_mean_down_r-V_mean_up_r)<(Vms_mean_r-10))
       Type_r ='DSR';
     else
       Type_r ='er';
     end  
%%-------------------------------------------------------------------------
%% Saving data in file
%%===========================================
fprintf(fid1,'%i\t%i\t%i\t%i\t%i\t%s\t%5.1f\t%5.1f\t%5.1f %s %2.1f\t%5.1f %s %2.1f\t%5.0f\t
%5.0f\t%5.0f\t%5.2f\t%5.2f\t%5.0f\t%5.0f\t%5.2f\t%5.2f\t%5.2f\t%5.2f\t%5.2f\t%5.0f\t%5.0f\t
%5.2f\n',year_r, month_r, day_r, hour_r, 
minute_r,Type_r,Tp_ratio_r,B_ratio_r,B_mean_up_r,charac1,B_std_up_r,B_mean_down_r,charac1,
B_std_down_r,V_mean_up_r,V_mean_down_r,Vdown_Vup_r,Np_mean_up_r,Np_ratio_r,VA_mea
n_r,Vms_mean_r,Mms_r,Beta_mean_up_r,n_1_r,Vsh_MVA_r,Shock_angle_r,Dp_r); 
 end
end
fclose(fid1);
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